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Burger Presses



ASSEMBLY CHART

Semi-Finished

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Finished

Product will arrive semi-assembled.

Unfasten knobs and lift top plate assembly. Ensure bumpers are on each of the 4 threads.  Slide burger press tray in between bumpers and then 
place top plate assembly through threads. Place the ring pin with plastic stopper through the center of the burger press tray. Thread hopper onto 
top plate assembly. Insert handle stand through threads, then refasten knobs.

Fasten green handle to arm using the acorn nut provided. Secure handle assembly to push plate assembly using the ringpins. 

Insert the push plate into the burger meat reservoir and secure the back arm to the handle stand using a ringpin.



Safety Instructions

Operating Instructions

Cleaning and Maintenance

Please read and comply with the instructions listed on this document. To get the best service life and 
performance from your machine, clean it thoroughly before and after each use by following

 the instructions listed below. 

Burger press should only be operated by trained individuals. Be sure to read the operation, assembly, and cleaning 
guides before using.

Caution: This product should only be used to form raw ground meats.

1) Lift handle and fill hopper with ground meat.
2) Align push plate into hooper.
3) Push tray completely into press.
4) Use handle to press down and slowly pull tray out as you press down.
5) Remove patties from tray and repeat.

1) Disassemble the unit by removing the ring pin with stopper to release the burger tray.
2) Remove the handle assembly and undo the ring pins.
3) Unthread the burger hopper.
4) Unfasten the knobs and remove the top plate assembly.
5) Wash each component in mild detergent or dishsoap.
6) Dry all components and reassemble by following the steps provided in the assembly chart.

Caution: This product is NOT dishwasher safe.



Replacement  Parts

#181BPACORN
Acorn Nut

#181BPTR212
Slider Tray

#181PRTR512
Burger Tray

#181BPTR41
Burger Tray

#181BPTR412
Burger Tray

#181PRTR234
Slider Tray

#181BPHDL
Handle

#181BPKNOB
Knob

#181BPBMPER1
1" Bumper 
4 pc Set 

#181BPBMPER12
1/2" Bumper 
4 pc Set 

#181BPRINGPIK
Ring Pin with Plastic 
Spacer

#181BPBMPER34
3/4" Bumper 
4 pc Set 


